
Jelly beans
fuaturing “1000COLORS” Solids Collection
Finishd Size: 44 ½”
Quilt designed by Junko Sugahara 
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Materials (quilt top is No.6010), cm in brackets

・6010/308.6010.718.716.11008.203.212.5007.6003.555                  1/10 yards (9.1) (Jelly beans)
・6010/502.                                                                                          1/3 yards  (30.5)  (Triangles)
・6010/4005.7007.6002.714.2005.256.103.1708                                1/10 yards (9.1) (Strips)
・6010/6002.                                                                                        1.0 yards  (includes borders and bindings)

×38 ¾”

◎ Listed measurements include sewing margins
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Make The blocks

① Cut the two templates from the sewing pattern.

＊Add a seam allowance of ¼”(0.6)

② Paste the template to the cutting ruler and cut trapezoids from each color.

＊Width of each form will be 2¾” (7). Cut 10 colors, 6 pieces for each color.

③ Cut 72 pieces of triangles like the trapezoids.

＊Place the grain along the base of the triangle.
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④ Prepare 10 colors of trapezoids, 6 pieces for each color and 72 triangles.

⑤ Sew the shapes together checking the composition.

Sew at 1/4” (0.6)



⑦
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⑥ Cut 8 colors of strips with 1½”(3.8) widths, than cut them in four.

Repeat the 8 strips four times and sew them together in one piece.

Cut the strip with 1¾” (4.5) width

＊Split open the seam allowances. 



⑧

⑨
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 Sew the trapezoids and triangles to the strips, above and below.

�Mark the strips so the trapezoids are 
    distributed equally, over and bottom.

 Check the composition and sew them together.



⑩
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28 3/4” 5 1/2”

 1. Cut the sides at 29 ¼ " (74.3), length 28¾" (73) plus ½" (1.3) seam allowance. 
     Leave the top and bottom as they are. 
2. Attach a 5 ½" (13.8) width border on all four sides.

�Apply the batting quilt and use a backing of your preference.
Machine quilt as you wish. Finished!
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Jelly beans Quilt Blocks 5 ¾”ｘ5 ¾”

Key block (29/50 Actual size)

Actual size

Actual size

2 ¼”

1 ¼”5 ¾”

5 ¾”

1 ¼”3 ¼”
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Jelly beans Quilt designd by Junko sugahara
layout drawing

44 ½” x 38 ¾”


